
wevtutil to remove logs

The Server Message Block (SMB) protocol is a network file sharing protocol. 
SMB sits on topof  NetBIOS, SMB does rely on NetBIOS for communication with devices that do not support direct hosting of SMB over TCP/IP. Even though NetBIOS is completely 
independent protocol, It provides an API that SMB and other protocols could use. SMB has multiple bulnerbilites (Mostly at OS level) i.e. from buffer overflow, raceconditions,  
bufferSize etc. Quick look at SMB transactions. 

SMB -> VFS API -> FS Driver [SYSCALL] -> Kernel 

- NetBios establishes a session 
- CLient sends a request to Server 
- Credentials is required including workgroup 
- Negotiate the protocol variant to speak. 
- Set session parameters are passed 
- Make a tree connection to and memory allocation, bufferSize etc 
- If port 139 us used -> SMB is running over NetBios 

Short Summary on SMB

SMB: PORT 445

The Server Message Block (SMB) protocol is a network file sharing protocol.
SMB sits on top of  NetBIOS, SMB does rely on NetBIOS for communication with devices that do not support direct hosting of SMB over TCP/IP. Even though NetBIOS is completely independent protocol, It provides an API that SMB and other protocols could use. SMB has multiple vulnerabilities (Mostly at OS level) i.e. from buffer overflow to race conditions, bufferSize etc. Quick look at SMB transactions.

SMB -> VFS API -> FS Driver [SYSCALL] -> Kernel

- NetBios establishes a session
- Client sends a request to Server
- Credentials is required including workgroup
- Negotiate the protocol variant to speak.
- Set session parameters are passed
- Make a tree connection to and memory allocation, bufferSize etc
- If port 139 is used -> SMB is running over NetBios


Quick SMB Summary

[0] -> Encrypt MBR
[1] -> Fake disk scan code written to boot sector
[2] -> Reboot the machine
[3] -> Encrypt MFT (MFT stores info for every file / folder on fileSystem
                                        and handles structures on the volume)
[4] -> Boots into Ransom screen


